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The ‘GP Careers Champions Scheme’ has been set up by local lead-
ership GP trainees as part of a national drive to promote general practice 
and showcase what a fantastic career it can be. The Scheme offers near-
peer mentoring to undergraduates or junior doctors who may be interested 
in a career in General Practice and who are looking for further guidance. We are seeking to 

recruit enthusiastic GPs/GPSTs to be “GP Careers Champions”. Champions will: 

 Be matched to a student who has expressed an interest in GP as a career and who 

would like to know more. 

 Offer mentorship in a method convenient to both parties – this may be over a period 

of time or a one-off meeting via email, phone or face-to-face. 

The Scheme is designed to be flexible to both parties and manageable around work com-
mitments. Champion and mentee will both receive a certificate of participation from the 
deanery. 

If you are enthusiastic about your career, friendly, approachable and would like to get in-
volved please email gpcareerschampions@gmail.com for more information and a copy of 
our FAQs. Alternatively, if you know of any students or junior doctors who may wish to use 

the scheme please pass on this email contact. 

Severn Faculty RCGP Gala Dinner Friday 10th June 2016 
Clifton Pavilion at Bristol Zoo Gardens, College Road, Clifton, Bristol, BS8 3HH  

"Opening our eyes to Global Health—a philosophy of universal values” 
Don’t miss this talk by Professor Val Wass OBE, a GP with an interest in Global 
Medicine and Chair of the RCGP International Committee! Why not make it an 

evening out with friends and colleagues and book your table now. Tick-
ets include free viewing of outdoor Zoo enclosures and gardens from 
18:00-19:30, a Reception drink and a Three Course Dinner with drinks 
and coffee from 19:30. 
To book go to http://www.rcgp.org.uk/learning/wales-and-south-
west-england/severn-faculty/severn-faculty-rcgp-gala-dinner-2016.aspx  

Book launch  Essential Primary Care  
Apologies for advertising, but we thought that you might want to 
know about this one—a new book for medical students on Primary 
Care, edited by Andrew Blythe, former head of teaching in CAPC 
and now director for assessment, and Jessica Buchan, previously 
Year 4 lead and with contributions from other CAPC members. The 
book aims to give medical students a comprehensive overview of 
clinical problems encountered in primary care. It covers the struc-
ture of primary care in the UK, disease prevention and manage-
ment of common and important clinical presentations from infancy 
to old age. Case studies illustrate key learning points. The book 
provides a lot of practical advice. 

You can find more information here  

http://eu.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-EHEP003472.html  
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